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1. Introduction to Emotion Regulation

What is Emotion Regulation?

Why is Emotion Regulation Important?

Questions

1. What do you hope to achieve with better emotion regulation?



Answer: _____________________________________

2. Describe a situation where poor emotion regulation impacted you.

Answer: _____________________________________

2. Understanding Emotions

Components of Emotions

Event → Interpretation → Emotional Response

Physical Sensations

Urges and Action Tendencies

Questions

1. Name an emotion you find difficult to manage.

Answer: _________________________________

2. What physical sensations do you associate with this emotion?



Answer: _________________________________

3. What are your action tendencies when you feel this emotion?

Answer: _________________________________

3. Emotion Regulation Skills

A. Identify and Label Emotions

Table 1: Identifying Emotions

B. Function of Emotions

Emotion Triggering Event Physical Sensation



Table 2: Function of Emotions

C. Reducing Vulnerability: PLEASE Skill

Table 3: PLEASE Skill Actions

D. Opposite Action

Emotion Function Example Situation

Physical Care Action Completed (Yes/No)



Questions

1. What is an emotion you could use opposite action for?

Answer: __________________________________

2. Describe the opposite action you would take.

Answer: __________________________________

E. Checking the Facts

Questions

1. Describe a situation where checking the facts could have helped.

Answer: _________________________________

F. Problem Solving

Questions

1. Identify a problem you'd like to work on.

Answer: _______________________________

2. What are some potential solutions?



Answer: _______________________________

4. Practice and Homework Assignments

5. Additional Resources and References

You can fill in "[Your content here]" with more in-depth material to guide the reader through 
each topic and exercise. Once you've filled in the content, you can save your document as a 
PDF for distribution or personal use.


	undefined: Emotion Regulation refers to the ability to manage and control emotional experiences in an adaptive manner. It involves recognizing, understanding, and acting upon emotions in a way that is congruent with one's goals and values.
	undefined_2: Emotion Regulation is crucial for mental well-being, interpersonal effectiveness, and overall life satisfaction. It helps in coping with stress and in making sound decisions.
	Answer: I hope to achieve a balanced emotional state to improve my relationships and work performance.
	Answer_2: A small disagreement with a coworker escalated into an unprofessional outburst, impacting my work relationships.
	undefined_3: For example, if you were to receive a text message from a friend cancelling plans, the 'Event' would be the friend cancelling plans. The 'Interpretation' could vary: some might think, "My friend doesn't want to see me" and feel sad, while others might think, "My friend must be really busy" and feel understanding. The 'Emotional Response' then follows based on that interpretation, which could be sadness, relief, or frustration.
	undefined_4: Various sensations like a racing heart, sweating, or trembling often accompany emotions.
	undefined_5: The urge to act in a specific way, like fleeing a situation or confronting someone.
	Answer_3:  Anger
	Answer_4: Raised voice, clenched fists, rapid heartbeat.
	Answer_5: To verbally lash out or to isolate myself.
	undefined_6: Understanding your emotional experience begins with identifying and labeling your emotions. When you give a name to what you're feeling, you gain power over it. You can't effectively manage an emotion if you don't know what it is. Naming emotions can also help you communicate your emotional state to others, which can be a big step in getting the help or support you need.
	EmotionRow1: Anger
	Triggering EventRow1: Being interrupted in a meeting
	Physical SensationRow1: Clenched fists
	EmotionRow2: Joy
	Triggering EventRow2: Hearing good news from a loved one
	Physical SensationRow2: Lightness in chest, smiling
	undefined_7: Emotions serve various functions in our lives. They can act as signals, giving us vital information about situations or experiences. For example, fear might indicate a threat, while joy often signals that we're in a situation beneficial to us. Understanding the function of an emotion can help us decide how to act.


	EmotionRow1_2: Fear
	FunctionRow1: Self-preservation
	Example SituationRow1: Crossing a busy road
	EmotionRow2_2: Sadness
	FunctionRow2: Promotes internal reflection and potentially, healing
	Example SituationRow2: Coping with the loss of a loved one
	undefined_8: The PLEASE Skill is an acronym that stands for taking care of your Physical health, balanced Eating, avoiding mood-Altering substances, balanced Sleep, and getting Exercise. By maintaining these five aspects of physical well-being, you're less vulnerable to emotional swings and better equipped to regulate emotions.
	Physical CareRow1: Sleep
	ActionRow1: Ensure 7-8 hours of sleep
	Completed YesNoRow1: Yes
	Physical CareRow2: Mood-Altering Substances
	ActionRow2: Avoid alcohol and drugs
	Completed YesNoRow2: No
	undefined_9: Opposite action involves identifying an emotion and its associated action tendencies and then deliberately doing the opposite. This technique is particularly useful for changing emotions that are not justified by the situation or are not effective for your well-being.
	Answer_6: Sadness
	Answer_7: Instead of isolating myself, I would engage in social activities.
	undefined_10: "Checking the Facts" is a skill that involves examining the evidence behind your emotions to determine if they're justified or need modification. Sometimes our emotions arise from interpretations that may not be entirely accurate. Checking the facts allows you to assess the situation objectively and decide the best course of action.



	Answer_8:  Assuming a friend is angry with me when they didn't reply to my text immediately.
	undefined_11: The Problem-Solving method in DBT aims to identify issues causing emotional distress and develop actionable steps to resolve them. The approach typically involves identifying the problem, brainstorming solutions, evaluating the pros and cons of these solutions, and then implementing an action plan.
	Answer_9: Overthinking
	Answer_10: Mindfulness techniques, Cognitive Restructuring, speaking with a counselor.
	undefined_12: Please practice identifying and labeling your emotions for the week.
	undefined_13: DBT® Skills Training Handouts and Worksheets" by Marsha M. Linehan


